The 
Introduction
The expansion of Internet brings new opportunities to almost all areas of everyday life. The education is not an exception. The importance of virtual and remote laboratories becomes more and more significant mainly in the area of technical education. They help students to understand basic problems because they illustrate and visualize the controlled dynamics, and the necessity to exercise all design steps starting with the plant identification and ending with the evaluation of the control results achieved with the particular model. The advantage is that such laboratories are available to all interested users 24 hours a day and from any place. Students and interested users can access them via commonly used Web browser on any machine that has Internet connection. In spite of the fact that virtual and remote laboratories can be set in a number of various areas this paper is oriented to the area of automation and control where the existence of such laboratories is very welcomed. The paper presents a new tool that supports building of simulations for online laboratories accomplished in Matlab/Simulink environment. For running such simulations it is necessary to build a block scheme corresponding to a control of virtual or remote device. To offer students a possibility to understand all aspects of the control problem, they have to be allowed not only to run a pre-prepared simulation but also to change control or simulation parameters or even to change the whole control algorithm. The majority of Internet based solutions enables to accomplish this modification by one of the following ways:
• using a standard web form that can include both control/simulation parameters or text code with control algorithm
• by uploading the whole file -again it can contain parameters or control algorithm
• by parsing the text file that include a control algorithm. In this case the modification of the file relates only to those lines that are really changed. The presented tool offers an alternative way to these solutions. It enables to build a control scheme in a comfortable way via web interface by simple dragging and connecting graphical blocks. Such approach is typical for example for Matlab/Simulink or Scilab/Scicos. The advantage consists in the fact that using this solution the change of control algorithm can be done very easily by simple modification of blocks scheme, i.e. by changing, deleting and adding blocks. In the paper the created application will be described in more details.
Description of application

Appearance
The front end of the application (Fig.1) basically consists of two parts -the toolbar with the list of all available blocks and the canvas with current scheme. As it will be explained later the block scheme can be built from various elements that are actually considered from 2 aspects. Firstly, they have to be visualized on the canvas, i.e. it is necessary to make them visible. It is done via XHTML elements like <div> or <img> with the definition of picture for the selected block or connection line. Except of this all elements are created as instances of JavaScript objects. Each instance carries information about specific properties of the element (e.g. position, block rotation, block attributes, connection properties, …)
Inserting new block into scheme
Block toolbar contains all available blocks in the form as they appear in canvas. Each block is set to be draggable. After dragging starts, the clone of selected block is created in order it could be dropped into the canvas. The new block is inserted into canvas exactly in place where it has been dropped. In the case that the block is dropped outside canvas, it is not considered as valid and the user can see only visual feedback of moving dropped block back to its original position in toolbar. In the application we considered 2 types of blocks:
• standard blocks are blocks from the toolbar panel that are used for modeling of dynamical behaviour of systems;
• "pseudo" blocks are blocks that are generated automatically by the application for establishing an additional connection feature. In this way we recognize the node block that is used for multiple line connection and the line block that enables to modify the position of line segment placed between two standard blocks. As it was already mentioned the insertion of the block to the scheme is done in two steps. Along with entering the block picture that is visible on the canvas, the new instance of the block object is created and it is appended to the global list of all blocks in current scheme. This is done via putElement function. After determining the character of the new block (standard block vs. "pseudo" block) one assigns the corresponding CSS class to it. Then the block is appended to the DOM as a new XHTML element. The element is set to be draggable via setDraggableElement function. Afterwards hover and onClick event handlers are registered for standard (no pseudo) blocks. It means that in spite of the fact that all blocks (including node and line blocks) are available to drag inside canvas boundaries, only standard blocks have ability to highlight and mark their connection points and modify attributes. The new instance of the block object is always created with properties matching properties of visible element (position, type). In the configuration file there is a list of attributes and their corresponding default values that are automatically set for each created block.
Changing block attributes
Block attributes can be changed in the pop-up window that is displayed after clicking on any standard block in the canvas (see e.g. Fig.2 ). The content of the attribute window is dynamically changed and it is loaded via AJAX request from other script. The script builds the form (i.e. all window items) from attribute settings included in the configuration file whereby the form contains pre-filled values of current block attributes. The configuration file also defines the type of each attribute input that can be considered as text field, select box, checkbox or radio button group.
Fig. 2. Attribute window for an integrator block
Besides changing block attributes, the form also enables the block rotation. The block cannot be rotated if it is already connected to some other element in the block scheme. Except of this the attribute window provides ability to delete the current block. Each connection attached to this block will be also deleted.
Connecting blocks
Each block has at least one connection point -input or/and output port. These are marked by different color when the user moves the mouse cursor over the block. To connect two blocks two connection points have to be selected by he mouse clicking. The connection is possible only between input and output of two different blocks or between input and some other connection line. In this case the new node is created at selected spot on existing connection automatically. The used connection points (input and output ports) appear as inactive and they are not able to be marked and included to a new connection. If a connection consists of more than two line segments, a line block is inserted automatically at the center of the connection line. This pseudo block can be used to adjust position of the middle line segment of the connection.
Moving blocks
Blocks can be moved within boundaries of the canvas by simple mouse dragging. After taking a new position, new coordinates are saved and all lines corresponding to the related connection have to be refreshed. The line blocks can be moved only inside boundaries given by two blocks that are connected by the line where the line block is.
Brief list of important objects and methods
In the paper we mention two types of elements: blocks and connection lines.
Blocks
Block is the most complex object in the whole application. It specifies position (horizontal and vertical coordinates of the block in canvas), block type (derivative, step, display, …), rotation. Except of this the block object stores information about attributes associated to the current block that is saved in the indexed array. The created application includes several methods for easy block manipulation. They are introduced in the following list.
Block methods:
getters and setters (see glossary) for properties: id, type, x, y, version special setters for coordinates which consider also graphical offset of blocks (defined in configuration script) get/set attribute serves for manipulation with single attribute (not with the whole array)
Complementary functions: getBlockById -returns the reference to the block with given ID removeBlock -remove the instance of the block with given ID
Connection lines
Connection has to store necessary properties to be able to show connection line between two blocks or block and node. The connection between two elements is represented by their block IDs and the connection point IDs. The block may contain more than one connection point -input/output. Each connection contains also a list of line segment IDs that are used to draw it. Again several methods for manipulation with connection are available.
Connection methods:
getters and setters for properties: id, startBlockId, startPoint, endBlockId, endPoint, lines
Complementary functions: getConnectionById -returns the reference to the connection with given ID getConnecionByStartBlockId, getConnectionByEndBlockId -return the references to connections (as array) with the given block ID getConnectionByLineId -returns the reference to the connection which contains the given line ID removeConnection -remove the instance of the connection with the given ID
Data exchange with Matlab
In the previous section the work with created application was described. However, its main aim is to offer the suitable data format for block schemes that can be simulated in Matlab/Simulink environment. It means that we have to export the built block scheme into the native Matlab format (mdl file). Since it is the readable ASCII text file it can be done by respecting the mdl file structure. The exported file can be later used in local or online simulations.
Technology overview
The created tool is based on XHTML, CSS and JavaScript technology. The export and import is performed by PHP technology mainly through AJAX requests. These technologies are selected in order to keep the widest availability of this tool. There are no special demands at client's side. The only thing that is required is compatible web browser (the application was tested mainly in FireFox 3.5 and Internet Explorer 8, but it should work with no limitations in IE 6.0+, FF 2+, Safari 3.0+, Opera 9.0+, Chrome). JavaScript library jQuery is used to speed up the development and simplify the source code. The library is used for the object manipulation, changing CSS properties, visual functions and AJAX requests. 
Glossary
Conclusion
The introduced application can be used at control of dynamical systems in frame of virtual and remote laboratories. Since it is developed by wide spread technologies it can be combined with the most of solutions that enable to use Matlab via Internet. It brings a comfortable tool for students in all types of education.
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